AITD2014 National Conference
14-15 May 2014 Sydney, Australia

Speaker Feedback
Speaker: Harold Jarche
Session: Keynote Address
Conference delegates were provided the opportunity to give feedback about all keynotes and
concurrent workshops. The feedback received from delegates has been summarised below.
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AITD comment:
Harold, you received a significant amount of positive feedback from delegates regarding
your keynote address. Many delegates commented that it was thought-provoking,
challenging, and even a bit ‘scary’! Thank you again for presenting at our conference and we
look forward to working with you again.
Delegate comments:
 What a refreshing presentation. I so enjoy watching a professional in action
 Great presentation -really challenged my thinking.
 I liked the way there was 20 minutes built in for questions, and he shared personal stories to
support the learning.
 Fascinating man, articulate and passionate. I may not have agreed with his every thought,
but he made you think!! Great presenter! Love it!!
 Scary but brilliant presentation much food for thought
 Exceptional level of knowledge. Champions his ideas. Engaging.
 Challenged my thinking and food for thought
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Fantastic choice
Overall satisfied. Couple of flat spots but a number of takeaways re what may be our future
in L&D (according to Harold in 10-20 years it won’t exist!)
This was scary!
Great presenter, interesting
Gave me a lot to think about, challenged my thinking
WOW - excellent presentation. Would have loved more time to consider what he said in a
group and consider the impacts and application
Very engaging
Would like more answers. A lot of theory but the how would have been great.
Great content and delivery
Wasn’t too sure how relevant this would be, and a very strategic and (semi) academic
approach, but really prompted new thoughts and will give ideas to bring back.
Great keynote
Fantastic. You made me think about what really matters now.
All good, very thought provoking
Great enjoyable
Very interesting concepts. An inspirational presentation
Some thought provoking comments
Harold was thought provoking and has given me a source of credibility in what I was trying to
do.
The best in simple way! Really enjoyed it
Fantastic
Very thought-provoking, paints a clearer picture of the future role of L&D. Thanks, great
presso!
More of this future-oriented stuff please
Great, thought provoking challenging
Thought provoking
Relevance of communities of practice to socially provide discussions and solution sharing
Harold rocks!
Great!
A very stimulating, thought-provoking session.
Interesting topic and concepts raised enjoyed this!
Again, inspirational start to the day - awesome. Enjoyed the challenge to the mind and the
wide sources Harold drew on.
Nice measured style
Interesting presentation
Challenging and thought provoking
Brilliant
Extremely knowledgeable
Big ideas! It will take me a while to absorb some of this disorder thinking
Ok - would have liked more detail it seemed to be rushed particularly given time available at
the end for questions
Excellent. Extremely interesting and engaging presenter.
Brilliantly stimulating
Engaging style. I’m not sure he answered the 'so what' question
Harold had some great big ideas, but the translation to action and relevance to our/my work
in L&D wasn't as clear. Very engaging presentation though.
Big ideas that require some processing
Brilliant, thought provoking, articulate
Thought provoking and engaging
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